The southeast’s
premiere service shop:

CBS Nuclear is the Southeast’s premiere
service shop for low- and medium- voltage
power distribution equipment sales,
testing & repair, and retrofit upgrades.

l New product inventory
l Replacement parts provider
l Retrofit, retrofill, and cost saver
l Advanced shop testing services*
*including magnetron atmospheric
condition (MAC) field testing to predict the
remaining life of your vacuum interrupters

From Contactors to Switchgear, CBS Nuclear Has You Covered:
Circuit breakers
Switchgear
Transformers

Substations
Protective relays
Switches

Electrical contacts
Motor starters and motor control centers
Vacuum interrupters …and much more

CBS Nuclear specializes in the sale and service of low- and medium-voltage power distribution
equipment in the Southeast. We are a one-stop service shop for switchgear, transformers,
circuit breakers, protective relay and parts, as well as repair, upgrade, life-extension, and
maintenance services.
We have millions of replacement parts, and we
can provide you anything from a circuit breaker
charging spring to a complete unit substation,
either new, surplus, or remanufactured.
Life-extension services are our specialty. By
utilizing the latest technologies coupled with
our many years of experience and modern shop
facilities, we can cost-effectively upgrade your
apparatus via retrofit, retrofill, and matching
existing lineups.
As a Group CBS affiliate, we provide you access to
the industry’s largest inventory of low- and medium- voltage apparatus and parts, plus onsite service and comprehensive shop repair, remanufacturing, and life-extension capabilities.
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Nuclear services? Don’t let
our name throw you off. Our
quality assurance procedures and
high standards allow us to be one
of the few breaker shops in the
country to be certified to work on
nuclear safety-related systems. We
apply those same quality standards
to our many industrial clients in the
region that demand the best when
it comes to quality and reliability of
their power systems.

SALES

As a member of Group CBS, CBS Nuclear offers you
the industry’s largest inventory of NEW low- and
medium-voltage equipment, REPLACEMENT PARTS,
and REMANUFACTURED electrical equipment to keep
your operation running. Have obsolete equipment that
has been neglected due to lack of expertise or available
parts? Our vast inventory of circuit breakers, parts,
technical drawings and specifications allow us to be
true solution providers to maintain your power system’s
reliability, whether it was built in 1945 or 2015.  

TESTing & REPAIR

CBS Nuclear provides advanced SHOP TESTING AND
REPAIR SERVICES, including emergency response,
for troubleshooting your failed electrical
equipment. All repairs are tested using calibrated
test sets to original equipment manufacturing
(OEM) specifications. CBS Nuclear is the only
testing facility in the Southeast to offer magnetron
atmospheric condition (MAC) testing to predict the
remaining life of your vacuum-based gear.

RETROFIT & UPGRADES

Maximize the return on your electrical assets through
our UPGRADE, RETROFIT, and LIFE-EXTENSION SERVICES.
Improve safety and reliability with the latest solidstate controls and vacuum technology while reusing
existing enclosures and ancillary equipment. Need to
match an existing, obsolete line-up? It’s no problem
for CBS Nuclear’s engineers.
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